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Blessed is He in Whose Hand is the Dominion, and He is Able to do all things.
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Who has created death and life, that He may test you which of you is best in deed. And He is the
All-Mighty, the Oft-Forgiving.
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Who has created the seven heavens one above another, you can see no fault in the creation of the
Most Gracious. Then look again, can you see any rifts?
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Then look again and yet again, your sight will return to you in a state of humiliation and worn
out.
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And indeed We have adorned the nearest heaven with lamps, and We have made such lamps (as)
missiles to drive away the Shayâtin (devils), and have prepared for them the torment of the
blazing Fire.
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And for those who disbelieve in their Lord (Allâh) is the torment of Hell, and worst indeed is
that destination.
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When they are cast therein, they will hear the (terrible) drawing in of its breath as it blazes forth.

1*� ����41�7�����! *�"I@6 �P@
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It almost bursts up with fury. Every time a group is cast therein, its keeper will ask: “Did no
warner come to you?”
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They will say: “Yes, indeed a warner did come to us, but we belied him and said: ‘Allâh never
sent down anything (of revelation), you are only in great error.’”
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And they will say: “Had we but listened or used our intelligence, we would not have been among
the dwellers of the blazing Fire!”

��- 7Q�.��<J�� �Q>�('%� ���+)	��;#/7�Q&�@�#<>�2).7 *L�7
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Then they will confess their sin. So, away with the dwellers of the blazing Fire!

�")��VT *������">- �;@(�4�1& �	�/(�@6 �P@
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Verily, those who fear their Lord unseen (i.e. they do not see Him, nor His punishment in the
Hereafter), theirs will be forgiveness and a great reward (i.e. Paradise).
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And whether you keep your talk secret or disclose it, verily He is the All-Knower of what is in the
breasts (of men).

�0��4��?L�3<! ���� ��'�- 7$�.1�6 *G �
 ��6.7 ) �(@� ��CFID

Should not He Who has created know? And He is the Most Kind and Courteous (to His slaves),
All-Aware (of everything).

�- 7$;*� ������ �L��4�5��
�E>/	2��0-5
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He it is Who has made the earth subservient to you (i.e. easy for you to walk, to live and to do
agriculture on it), so walk in the path thereof and eat of His provision. And to Him will be the
Resurrection.
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Do you feel secure that He, Who is over the heaven (Allâh), will not cause the earth to sink with
you, and then it should quake?

?����5R�*� ��! ��:)R*Q �� ���7
 ��"����"4>- 43>�5�@6 ��K� ��*>� �!��"- 6���?L���7�Q��@6��'-3&+ ��CFLD

Or do you feel secure that He, Who is over the heaven (Allâh), will not send against you a
violent whirlwind? Then you shall know how (terrible) has been My Warning.

<)���
�.���+ ���VT*� ����! *�>�)& )�>����@6 ���Q�"� ��).7"���CFMD

And indeed those before them belied (the Messengers of Allâh), then how terrible was My denial
(punishment)?
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Do they not see the birds above them, spreading out their wings and folding them in? None
upholds them except the Most Gracious (Allâh). Verily, He is the All-Seer of everything.
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Who is he besides the Most Gracious that can be an army to you to help you? The disbelievers
are in nothing but delusion.
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Who is he that can provide for you if He should withhold His provision? Nay, but they continue
to be in pride, and (they) flee (from the truth).
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Is he who walks prone (without seeing) on his face, more rightly guided, or he who (sees and)
walks upright on the Straight Way (i.e. Islâmic Monotheism)?

>�7��- 7$B;*� ����>� 5��� �;� ���� �L���.3�5��
�N<��7
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Say it is He Who has created you, and endowed you with hearing (ears) and seeing (eyes), and
hearts. Little thanks you give.

>�7��- 7$;*� ����>�5��� �/�,: )R$E>/	2 ��*)@6 �
 )��.�".6.�<@$8�CGID

Say: “It is He Who has created you on the earth, and to Him shall you be gathered (in the
Hereafter).”
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They say: “When will this promise (i.e. the Day of Resurrection) come to pass if you are telling
the truth?”

>�7�� �� �)�0�A�*L@
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Say (O Muhammad ): “The knowledge (of its exact time) is with Allâh only, and I am only a
plain warner.”

� ����Q6*?.�� �/, �S@
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But when they will see it (the torment on the Day of Resurrection) approaching, the faces of
those who disbelieve will change and turn black with sadness and in grief and it will be said (to
them): “This is (the promise) which you were calling for!”
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They say: “When will this promise (i.e. the Day of Resurrection) come to pass if you are telling
the truth?”
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Say (O Muhammad ): “The knowledge (of its exact time) is with Allâh only, and I am only a
plain warner.”
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But when they will see it (the torment on the Day of Resurrection) approaching, the faces of
those who disbelieve will change and turn black with sadness and in grief and it will be said (to
them): “This is (the promise) which you were calling for!”
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They say: “When will this promise (i.e. the Day of Resurrection) come to pass if you are telling
the truth?”
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Say (O Muhammad ): “The knowledge (of its exact time) is with Allâh only, and I am only a
plain warner.”
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But when they will see it (the torment on the Day of Resurrection) approaching, the faces of
those who disbelieve will change and turn black with sadness and in grief and it will be said (to
them): “This is (the promise) which you were calling for!”
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Say (O Muhammad ): “Tell me! If Allâh destroys me, and those with me, or He bestows His
Mercy on us - who can save the disbelievers from a painful torment?”
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Say: “He is the Most Gracious (Allâh), in Him we believe, and in Him we put our trust. So you
will come to know who it is that is in manifest error.”
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Say (O Muhammad ): “Tell me! If (all) your water were to sink away, who then can supply you
with flowing (spring) water?”
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Say (O Muhammad ): “Tell me! If Allâh destroys me, and those with me, or He bestows His
Mercy on us - who can save the disbelievers from a painful torment?”
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Say: “He is the Most Gracious (Allâh), in Him we believe, and in Him we put our trust. So you
will come to know who it is that is in manifest error.”
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Say (O Muhammad ): “Tell me! If (all) your water were to sink away, who then can supply you
with flowing (spring) water?”
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Say (O Muhammad ): “Tell me! If Allâh destroys me, and those with me, or He bestows His
Mercy on us - who can save the disbelievers from a painful torment?”

>�7��- 7$1!@��?" �-
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Say: “He is the Most Gracious (Allâh), in Him we believe, and in Him we put our trust. So you
will come to know who it is that is in manifest error.”
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Say (O Muhammad ): “Tell me! If (all) your water were to sink away, who then can supply you
with flowing (spring) water?”
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Memorisation buddy’s name:

Contact details:

Recommended Reciters:

Useful Websites:

Useful Mobile Apps:

� Make Dua The secret to the success of your memorisation is how much you make
dua to Allah, because our ability to memorise is only from Allah.

� Fixed Time Try and keep a fixed time during the day to memorise and revise the
Surah, e.g. 5-10 mins after every salah or 15-30 mins after Fajr.

� Listen Listen to the recitation of the Surah by a recommended reciter daily, in
the house and the car.

� Family Encourage other people in your family to learn the Surah with you.
Check each other’s progress weekly.

� Tajweed Pay special attention to correcting any pronunciation mistakes, as you
may be changing the meaning. If you have already memorised the Surah,
then focus all your time on perfecting your recitation.

� Intention Keep renewing your intention, that you are doing this only for Allah.
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Please tick off each day after reciting Surah Al-Mulk before going to sleep.

Other adhkaar for the night-time can be found in the ‘Fortress of the Muslim’ or
www.makedua.com

November 2012
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30

February 2013
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28

December 2012
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31

January 2013
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
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� Must stop here

لا Must not stop here

صلے Better to continue, but allowed to stop

قلے Better to stop, but allowed to continue

ج Allowed to stop

�� ��� � Allowed to stop at one of these, but not both
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Tafkheem (�	��� 
���)-Heavy letters خ، ص، ض، غ، ط، ق، ظ (relatively light with kasrah (خ،غ،ق

Qalqalah (القَلْقَلَة) - Sound echoes back when sukoon on these letters ق، ط، ب، ج، د

Rules of ل - Heavy only in the wordالله when the preceding letter has fathah or dhammah,
otherwise light

Rules of ر - Heavy - Has fathah or dhammah
Has sukoon and the preceding letter has fathah or dhammah
Has sukoon and the preceding letter has sukoon and the letter before the
preceding letter has fathah or dhammah
Is preceded by hamzatul wasl
Has sukoon and the preceding letter has kasrah but the following letter is
a heavy letter

Light - Has kasrah
Has sukoon and the preceding letter has kasrah

Has sukoon and the preceding letter is ي saakinah

Rules of (ن) Nun Saakinah and Tanwin

1 ���� ���� Read Nun Saakinah clearly, when followed by ء، ه، ع، ح، غ، خ

2 الإدْغَام Merge Nun Saakinah with the next letter, when followed by ي، ر، م، ل، و، ن

With غُنَّة (2 counts) when followed by ي، م، ن، و
Without غُنَّة when followed by ر، ل

الإقْلاب3 Change Nun Saakinah into م . Read with غُنَّة (2 counts) when followed by ب

4 الإخْفَاء Hide Nun Saakinah. Read with غُنَّة (2 counts) when followed by any other letter

Light غُنَّة when followed by a light letter

Heavy غُنَّة when followed by a heavy letter

Rules of (م) Meem Saakinah

1 شَفَوِي الإدْغَام Merge Meem Saakinah with Read with .م غُنَّة (2 counts) when followed by م

2 شَفَوِي الإخْفَاء Read Meem Saakinah with غُنَّة (2 counts) when followed by ب

3 شَفَوِي ���� ���� Read Meem Saakinah clearly when followed by any other letter


